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Abstract: This study gives insights on security issues and related solutions in hybrid cloud computing
especially in e-governance. Cloud computing is rapidly picking its speed and popularity in Information and
Communication Technology (ICT) world. The main factors behind its popularity and universal acceptability
are pay per use, rapid elasticity, on demand self service, economical etc. Public cloud services, where all
controls remain with the provider are provided by Google.com, Amazon.com, Microsoft, Oracle/Sun,
Canonical/Eucalyptus and many other vendors. Private cloud services, where all controls remain in house and
software loaded on local servers are provided by VMware, Eucalyptus, Citrix, Microsoft and many other
vendors. Governments around the world have adapted or planning to adapt cloud computing as a means to
increasing efficiency and reducing cost of their IT infrastructure and services. On the track of successful
journey of cloud computing, there are several security issues that can retard its speed during adaptation in
government sector. The study and conclusions of this paper is based on review of selected literature confined
to security and solutions in current era.
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INTRODUCTION

Mell and Grance defines the cloud computing as “A
model for enabling convenient on demand network access
to a shared pool of configurable computing resources
(e.g., networks, servers, storage, applications and
services) that can be rapidly provisioned and released
with minimal management effort or service provider
interaction” (Mell and Grance, 2009). Applications of
cloud computing broadly span three areas known as
‘cloud service delivery models’:  

C Infrastructure as a Service (IaaS), 
C Platform as a Service (PaaS), and (III) Software as a

Service (SaaS) (Cloud Security Alliance, 2009). 

Cloud Computing is being transformed to a model
consisting of services that are commoditized and
delivered in a manner similar to traditional utilities such
as water, electricity, gas, and telephony. In such a model
users access services based on their requirements without
regard to where the services are hosted or how they are
delivered  (Buyya et al., 2009).

The cloud model represents nothing less than a
fundamental change to the economics of computing and
the location of computing resources (Carr, 2009). The
quick adoption of the cloud model is plain in the success
of the Amazon Elastic Cloud Computing (EC2) product,
IBM’s backing of the highly concurrent, massively
parallel language X-10 (Saraswat, 2010) and Microsoft’s

Azure cloud (Qiu and Fox, 2009). Janine Milne reported
that eight of ten businesses surveyed in the UK were
opting for private cloud initiatives rather than public cloud
projects and they stated the issues of concern to be data
security in transit, in storage or during processes (Milne,
2010). It is plain that the field is full and the harvest for
the IT security profession and IT in general are excellent.

The research mainly focuses on finding out the
security risks on using cloud computing in government
information system and finally suggests the feasible
security solutions.

RESULTS AND DISCUSSION

Back ground: Today we are seeing implementation of
cloud computing across the public sector all around the
world indeed in many instances; government will be the
leading sector in the development of cloud computing
across the wide economy (David, 2010). As per Lockheed
Martin cyber security alliance survey; the awareness, trust
and security issues, that have limited federal government
adoption of cloud computing appeared to be more
perceptual than prohibitive (Lockheed, 2010). The federal
government will transform its information technology
infrastructure by virtualizing data centers, consolidating
data centers and operations, and ultimately adopting a
cloud computing business model (Maria, 2009).
Terremark Worldwide, for example, has opened a cloud
computing facility that caters specifically to U.S.
government customers and address some of their common
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requirements around security and reliability. It offers
extensive physical security ranging from elaborate
surveillance, including bomb sniffing dogs, to steel mesh
under the data centre floor (John and John, 2010).

Cloud computing delivering infrastructure, services
and software on demand via network offers attractive
advantages to the public sector, for example it has
potential to reduce Information and Communication
Technology (ICT) costs by virtualizing capital assets like
disk storage and processing cycles into a readily available,
affordable operating expense (Russell and Jeff,  2009).
Cloud computing provides an on demand and at scale
services for infrastructure, platform, and applications
based on an off premise, pay-as-you-go operational
model. The enterprise benefits from cloud computing in
many ways, from adopting a cloud computing solution to
build “cloud ready” data centers, to consuming resource-
as-a-service and paying only for resources used to
improving go-to-market time (Darrel, 2009). Cloud
computing enable the governments to lower the expenses
of existing IT services and to cost effectively introduce
enhanced services. Moreover government agencies not
only benefit from increased productivity engendered by
cloud computing, but citizens as well benefit from the
more efficient use of tax dollars (Prem and John, 2009).

Federal cloud computing encompasses four different
deployment models and in these preliminary stages of
cloud development, agencies have been free to determine
which model best serves their needs. The four models
include:

C Private cloud, for use of a single agency
C Community cloud, shared by multiple agencies
C Public cloud: largely for public’s use and benefit
C Hybrid Cloud: facilitating the sharing of data and

utilities across two or more unique clouds of any type
(Lorraine et al., 2010).

Governments (organizations) are adopting hybrid
cloud environments where they will combine the
advantages of a public cloud with an internal private
cloud. Hybrid cloud combines both public and private
cloud models. With a hybrid cloud, service providers can
utilize 3rd party cloud providers in a full or partial manner
thus increasing the flexibility of computing. The hybrid
cloud environment is capable of providing on demand,
externally provisioned scale. The ability to augment a
private cloud with the resources of the public cloud can be
used to manage any expected surges in workload (Torry,
2012). 

An operating agency –The General Services Agency
(GSA) has been identified to focus the government efforts
in cloud computing and to provide a store front where
other government agencies can obtain services. Initially,
GSA will provide managed access to public cloud
providers. Over time private and hybrid cloud
environments will be created to meet the IT needs of

government agencies (Ted and Gwen, 2009). The
Japanese central government has announced a private
“kasumigaseki” cloud environment to provide a secure,
centralized infrastructure for hosting government
applications. There are more then 1800 local governments
across japan, each of which has its own servers and IT
staff. A secondary goal of kasumigaseki cloud is to
provide a hybrid cloud environment. In addition to
kasumigaseki cloud, the Japanese central government has
decided to group local governments at the prefecture
level. Each prefecture will have a private cloud and a
connection to kasumigaseki hybrid cloud. Internal tasks
and some data will be hosted in the prefecture’s private
cloud, while other data will be stored locally (Cloud
Computing Use case Discussion Group, 2010).

Cloud Computing is in a growing state where
opportunities are being maximized and challenges to that
growth are being addressed. Most of the concerns with
cloud computing are related to security and privacy of
critical data. Security concerns include protection of
personal data is encrypted, location of data at rest, the
degree to which cloud vendors are able to certify their
data centers are secure, and compliance with various
federal and state regulations. Privacy concerns include the
protection of personal data like Social Security Number
and health information (Duncan and David, 2009). The
state of Utah began an effort to standardize and unify its
IT services in 2005 when it merged its technology assets
into a single department, moving all IT staff under the
state chief information officer. After a way of data centre
consolidation, in 2009 Utah decided that a hybrid cloud
approach would work best for the states needs. A hybrid
approach combines access to the public cloud that add to
or replace existing state infrastructure with private cloud
services meeting specialized access and security
requirements (Vivek, 2010).

Cloud computing security risks: In cloud computing
most of the control is with the service provider not with
client organizations. The client organizations must
establish trust relationships with their service providers
through Service Level Agreement (SLA) and understand
how these providers implement, deploy, and manage
security. This trust but verify relationship between cloud
service providers and consumers is critical because the
cloud service consumer is still ultimately responsible for
compliance and protection of their critical data, even if
that workload has moved to the cloud, in fact some
organizations choose private or hybrid models over public
clouds because of the risks associated with outsourcing
services (Axel and Lodewijks, 2009). As per shekhawat
and sharma following five type of security issues are there
when using hybrid cloud for government information and
security (Shekhawat and Sharma, 2010):

User and identity security: When using cloud
computing, government need to make sure that only
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authenticated and authorized users have access to the data
and tools that they need, and unauthorized access should
be blocked. Cloud environments usually support a large
number of users, so these controls are even more critical.
In addition, clouds introduce a new tier of privileged
users: administrators working for the cloud provider.
Identity federation and rapid on boarding capabilities
must be available to coordinate authentication and
authorization with the enterprise back-end or third-party
systems.

Data and information security: Protection of the data in
transit and stored in cloud is the most important security
issue of the governments. Typical concerns include the
way in which data is stored and accessed, compliance and
audit requirements. All sensitive or regulated data needs
to be properly segregated on the cloud storage
infrastructure, including archived data. Encrypting and
managing encryption keys of data in transit to the cloud or
data at rest in the service provider's data center is critical
to protecting data privacy and complying with compliance
mandates.

Application security: Governments using cloud services
need to ensure that the Web services they publish into the
cloud are secure, compliant, and meet their Service Level
Agreements (SLA) and government regulations. Main
cloud application security issue is lack of government
control over the computing infrastructure, because of the
control remains with the cloud provider.

Network security: Virtualization and multi tenancy are
the big issues on using cloud computing. As the cloud is
a shared resources environment, government want to
ensure that all tenant domains are properly isolated from
each other that no possibility exists for data or
transactions to leak from one tenant domain into the next.
Clients need the ability to configure trusted virtual
domains or policy-based security zones (IBM, 2009). 

Physical infrastructure security: The cloud computing
infrastructure includes servers, switches, routers, storage
devices, power supplies, and other components that
support operations and transaction of data and
information, should be physically secure. Unauthorized
user or employee should not be able to access any
component.

Cloud computing security solutions: 
User and identity solutions: 
Identity management (IDM): The rights and attributes
of each person, who accesses government IT system,
continually change as roles, rules, and policies changes
within the government. The challenge is compounded
during mergers and acquisitions, and when sharing IT
privileges with other government departments and
citizens. Traditional IDM (Identity Management), merely

managing users and services is not sufficient in cloud
computing. When a deployment service or machine is
decommissioned, the IDM has to be informed so that
future access is revoked. IDM should ideally store its
detail till it becomes active. Meanwhile access to its
relevant stored data has to be monitored and granted by
the defined access level for that mode as mentioned in
SLA (Service level agriment) (Anu, 2009).

Authentication: Authenticating users in a trustworthy
and manageable manner is very important in cloud
computing. The organizations must address
authentication-related challenges such as credential
management, strong authentication (typically defined as
multi-factor authentication), delegated authentication, and
managing trust across all type of cloud services.

Federation: In a Cloud Computing environment,
Federated Identity Management plays a vital role in
enabling organizations to authenticate their users of cloud
services using the organization’s chosen identity provider.
Governments considering Federated Identity Management
in the cloud should understand the various challenges and
possible solutions to address those challenges with respect
to the identity lifecycle management, available
authentication methods protecting confidentiality, and
integrity; while supporting non-repudiation (Cloud
Security Alliance, 2009).

Authorization and user profile management: The
requirements for user profiles and access control policy
vary depending on whether the user is acting on their own
behalf (such as a citizen) or as a member of government
(such as administration, university, hospital, or other
government department). The access control requirements
include establishing trusted user profile and policy
information, using it to control access within the cloud
service, and doing this in an auditable way (Cloud
Security Alliance, 2009).

Diverting users: In hybrid cloud model, user should be
diverted to access Private or Public Cloud, on the basis of
access control rights. Private cloud contains critical and
very sensitive information due to which all users can not
be directed to private cloud. Only the authorized users of
private cloud can be directed to private cloud, they can
also access public cloud, whereas unauthorized users can
not be directed to private cloud and can access only public
cloud (Shekhawat and Sharma, 2010).

Data and information solutions: 
sEncryption: Encryption is the most important part of the
cloud security. Encryption on the data can be used at
various places (ENISA, 2009), for example, data in
transit, data at rest and data in memory or process. Cloud
computing, being a distributed architecture, implies more
data in transit then traditional infrastructure, for example
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data must be transferred in order to synchronize multiple
distributed machine images, images distributed across
multiple physical machines, between cloud infrastructure
and remote web clients (ENISA, 2009). Data in transit is
usually at risk, so encryption technique should be used for
data in transit. In addition authentication and integrity
protection ensures that data only goes where the customer
wants it to go and is not modified in transit (Trusted
Computing Group, 2010). 

Key management: Before transferring data on the cloud
it should be encrypted. Encryption keys should securely
manage to prevent misuse or disclosure. Encrypting and
managing encryption keys of data in transit to the cloud or
at rest in the service provider’s data center are critical to
protect data privacy and comply with compliance
mandates (IBM, 2009).Key management methodology
can be used to secure key distribution. The sender and
receiver need to establish transport key encryption (TKE)
that is used by the sender to encrypt the file before
transmission and by the receiver to decrypt the file when
transmission is complete (Jeff, 2009). 

Hybrid cloud: A hybrid cloud is a combination of a
public and private cloud that interoperates. The multi-
tenant model of public clouds attracts various government
organizations, which reduced cost and development time,
but the public nature of cloud as a big issue for adoption
(Shekhawat and Sharma, 2010). Data privacy and security
related challenges cannot be ignored for a large category
of the business scenario where customer information and
business critical intelligence is involved (Jitendra, 2009).
By building private enterprise cloud, government can
keep the sensitive data within their control and can use the
existing infrastructure effectively.

Public clouds are owned and operated by third
parties; they deliver superior economies of scale to
customers, as the infrastructure costs are spread among a
mix of users, giving each individual client an attractive
low-cost, “Pay-as-you-go” model (Torry, 2012). All
customers share the same infrastructure pool with limited
configuration, security protections, and availability
variances. These are managed and supported by the cloud
provider.

Communication security: Communication between
internal and external cloud should be properly protected.
It is important to ensure that access to the internal
infrastructure is only possible through secure
communications. Date or information should be encrypted
using encryption key before communicating between
Public and Private Cloud. At the destination data can be
decrypted using decryption key (Shekhawat and Sharma,
2010).

Application solutions: The security solution for cloud
applications is to develop a framework. Tsai identifies
four major features as the vision of future internetware
including autonomous services, dynamic collaboration,
environment aware evolution and adoption, and verifiable
and justifiable trustworthiness (Tsai et al., 2009).
Saraswat (2010) comments: The X10 language is one way
to achieve better use of the cloud capabilities of massive
parallel processing and concurrency.

Jinesh Varia says that every amazon ec2 instance is
protected by one or more security groups, named sets of
rules that specify which ingress (i.e., incoming) network
traffic should be delivered to your instance. You can
specify TCP and UDP ports, ICMP types and codes, and
source address. Security group gives you basic firewall-
like protection for running instances (Varia, 2010). 

Network solutions: Network performance can be
problems for customers who are located a long
geographical distance from the cloud provider. Customers
who are a long distance from cloud providers could
experience latency, particularly if there is a lot of traffic
and their code is not optimized for efficient transmission
(Leavitt, 2009). As Armbrust et al., (2009) observe,
applications are becoming more data-intensive and
expensive. It is generally less expensive to ship large
volume of data (e.g., via FedEx), as disk capacity and cost
per gigabyte are growing much faster then network cost
performance.

In addition to wide area network (WAN) bottlenecks,
intra-cloud networking technology may be a bottleneck as
well. although 10 Gigabit Ethernet is commonly used for
aggregation links in cloud networks, it is currently too
expensive to be used by individual servers, which often
utilize slower 1 gigabit Ethernet link (Armburst et al.,
2009). Raj et al. (2009) suggest resource isolation to
ensure security of data during processing, by isolating the
processor caches in virtual machines, and isolating those
virtual caches from the Hypervisor cache. Hayes (2008)
points out that there is no way to know if the cloud
providers properly deleted a client’s purged data, or
whether they saved it for some unknown reason.

Physical infrastructure solutions: Security is the big
issue when using public cloud. One simple solution,
which Milne states to be a widely used solution for UK
businesses is to simply use in-house private clouds. More
than 8 in 10 firms intend to keep their cloud initiatives in-
house, a survey by Platform Computing has found (Milne,
2010).  Nurmi et al. (2009) presented: The Eucalyptus
Open-Source Cloud-Computing System is an open source
software framework for cloud computing that implements
Infrastructure as a Service (IaaS) model. This system
gives user the ability to run and control entire virtual
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machine instances deployed across a variety physical
resources (Nurmi et al. 2009). Some organizations have
deployed specialized software tools and management
consoles that automate governance, risk and compliance
(GRC) monitoring and enforcement across both physical
and virtualized IT environments (Curry et al., 2010). 

National Informatics Center (NIC), India, has setup
WAN/LAN network with state of art data security using
CISCO GSR router, Checkpoint Firewall and McAfee
IDS/IPS at their district head quarters. NIC’s contribution
in providing information is hereby acknowledged in this
study.

CONCLUSION 

When using cloud computing in government
information system, security is the main concern which
includes identity, application, data, information, network
and infrastructure security. This study discusses various
security issues based on review of literature. Federated
Identity Management in the cloud should address the
challenges with respect to the identity lifecycle
management, available authentication methods protecting
confidentiality, and integrity; while supporting non-
repudiation (Cloud Security Alliance, 2009). Data in
transit is usually at risk, so encryption technique should
be used for data in transit. In addition authentication and
integrity protection ensures that data only goes where the
customer wants it to go and is not modified in transit
(Trusted Computing Group, 2010). For application
security (Tsai et al., 2009) identifies four major features
as the vision of future internetware including autonomous
services, dynamic collaboration, environment aware
evolution and adoption, and verifiable and justifiable
trustworthiness (Tsai et al., 2009). 
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